ART PERFORMANCE BUILDING IN PALEMBANG

Palembang is one area full of arts ranging from dance, music, art to sculpture has been known in Indonesia. Wealth and uniqueness itself does not escape from the many tribes or customs of the people who live in Palembang and surrounding areas. One way or effort to preserve the arts that exist in Palembang by building a place or container to facilitate art workers to express. Gedung performances is one means that can menpuruang theme "Enjoy and Flexible" with the analogy approach form by displaying a recreational atmosphere that aims to provide an interesting hiburan for the visitors. To support the design of this Performing House is done by some method of research methodology in the form of observation, literature, and interview. Therefore, it can be concluded for the planning of Palembang Performing Arts Building using the theme "Enjoy and Flexible" with analogy approach form.
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